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In the six weeks since a
confident US Federal Reserve
raised interest rates in
response to a “strong” US
economy, consumer
confidence dropped,
wholesale prices weakened,
financial markets wobbled
and home sales fell.
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More than 24 hours after
the United States announced
large-scale sanctions on
Venezuela’s nationally owned
oil company, merchant
trading firms and refiners
were still deciphering what
the measures prohibited.

back of Washington’s sanctions on
Venezuela’s oil industry amid the escalating political strife there.
Prices were pulled in opposing directions for much of the past week, no
thanks to the mixed messages on the
US-China trade-feud front and the
slowdown in China’s economy. On
Wednesday, prices headed up by as
much as 2 per cent, though they came
off a tad during the Asian session.
Vandana Hari, founder of Vanda Insights, a Singapore-based provider of
oil markets macro-analysis said: “The
situation in Venezuela could evolve
into a bull case for oil.
“But a market overwhelmed by concerns over demand growth and

output to ease concerns over a supply glut and the weaker greenback
ahead of the US Federal Reserve meeting, also lent support to crude prices.
On Monday, Washington announced export sanctions against
Venezuela’s oil firm PDVSA to choke
off oil revenue and oust the incumbent president Nicolas Maduro.
The US has thrown its weight behind opposition leader Juan Guaidó,
who has declared himself as
Venezuela’s new president. The political crisis has pushed the country –
already with a broken economy and
hyperinflation – deeper into chaos.
It was feared that the US sanctions
would wreak more damage to the

the world’s largest discovered oil reserve and produces an output of
about 1.5 million barrels a day. A
sharp decline in Venezuela’s oil supply due to its deteriorating political
situation, alongside the expiry of
waivers of US sanctions on Iranian oil
exports, will likely catalyse some positive move in energy prices in the
months to come.”
Not many believe the Venezuelan
factor will be a big deal for oil prices.
❚ Continued on Page 2
☛ Oil industry braces for turmoil
from US sanctions on Venezuela,
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Shopping to lifestyle destination:
New plans unveiled for Orchard Rd
By Navin Sregantan
navinsre@sph.com.sg
@NavinSreBT
Singapore

ORCHARD Road promises to be much
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more than the fabled shopping and
entertainment strip that it already is
Companies are still drawn
in future.
to candidates with good
Plans have been made to
grades as they are still a
strengthen its position as a lifestyle
strong marker of capability,
location with more green spaces and
leading employers told
a car-free zone.
students on Wednesday.
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Board (STB), Urban Redevelopment

Authority (URA) and National Parks
Board (NParks). Together with the
Land Transport Authority, these bodies have completed a six-month review of the plans for the belt.
Consultations were also held with
private-sector groups, alongside a
study led by Australian property consultancy Cistri.
At the launch of Design Orchard, a
mall housing homegrown labels, Minister for Trade and Industry Chan
Chun Sing, who is co-chair of the Ministerial Steering Committee for Orchard Road, said the belt must continue

to be a place of innovation and evolution, where new concepts and experiences can be tried out.
Design Orchard is one such initiative. The mall groups more than 60
local brands, including retailer Naiise,
sportswear outfit Kydra and social enterprise The Animal Project.
Being housed under one roof gives
these homegrown labels the opportunity to build their presence alongside the international brands on the
shopping and entertainment strip.

Delicious Western spin
on CNY staples
IT’s lohei time, so all you have to do is pick your favourite Chinese restaurant, right? Not quite. With our dining scene filled with cosmopolitan
chefs fully immersed in local culture and ingredients, the classic
yusheng may never be the same again. In Friday’s issue of Weekend
magazine, we look at how cultural appropriation has led to some delicious results as Western and Western-trained chefs put a creative spin
on classic New Year dishes. Imagine yusheng as a kaleidoscope of colours inspired by an English garden; roast pork belly cured in maple
syrup and looking just like siobak; or pencai re-imagined with braised
abalone and grilled oysters.
While Chinese food will never fade in its appeal, what does the future
hold for the cuisine? With other international cuisines such as Spanish,
Japanese, Nordic, Peruvian and the like hogging the food industry headlines in the past decade or so, Chinese food – for all its complexity and
popularity – has never quite gained that same “it” appeal as other more
“fashionable” cuisines. A small band of chefs in China and Hong Kong
are steadily working to change that, using their Western skills and ethnic culture to bring Chinese food to a new level. Will they succeed? We
find out.
Meanwhile, we chat with author and global strategist Parag Khanna –
a postmodern authority on geopolitical shifts and what he calls the new,
new world order – about his latest book, The Future is Asian. And for art
lovers, we recap all the drama of Singapore Art Week that threw the local
art scene into a tizzy.
But for more pressing matters at hand, check out our quick guide to
sprucing up your home and wardrobe for those who haven’t quite gone
the Marie Kondo route. All you need is a few quick tweaks (and throw in
some new beauty routines), and you’ll be ready to face the Lunar New
Year festivities with the right look.
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Leading employers say candidates’ grades
are still a good indicator of ability
But participants at a forum on employability also agree
that other intangible qualities are just as key in hiring
Singapore
COMPANIES are still drawn to candidates with good grades as they are still
a strong marker of capability, leading
employers told students on Wednesday.
Speaking at a forum on employability organised by the Nanyang Technological University (NTU) Students’
Union, Economic Development Board
(EDB) managing director Chng Kai
Fong said: “Everyone is trying to shift
away from an emphasis on grades,
but there is no substitute.”
But he stressed that “good grades”
do not need to equate to a perfect
score, and that a candidate on the
shortlist may still not be hired.
Chief executive of DBS Group Piyush Gupta, who delivered the keynote
address, pressed a similar point – that
from a human-resource perspective,

grades still provided the easiest way
to shortlist candidates.
He disclosed that the bank is now
using a “virtual recruiter”, a chatbot
called Jobs Intelligence Maestro – Jim,
for short – which he said has changed
the way the bank shortlists applicants
for its positions.
Jim can review CVs, collect applicants’ responses for pre-screening
questions and run psychometric profiling assessments.
Other employers who took part in
the forum said they look for character
traits such as curiosity, humility and
a willingness to learn.
Singapore Tourism Board chairman Chaly Mah said more companies
are assessing candidates through internship programmes, workshops
and team projects.
EDB’s Mr Chng told the 250 stu-

Eric Trump urges his father

dents and 300 employers who attended the forum that he frequently
comes across candidates who deliver
“textbook answers” to interview questions.
He cited the case of a scholarship
candidate who did not get a perfect
score, but displayed “curiousity and a
desire to explore” in the interview.
“He wrote about Bitcoin in his essay and I engaged him in conversation about the different cryptocurrencies,” said Mr Chng, who was to find
out that this candidate lived in a
two-room flat, but saved up his own
money to invest.
“That’s what employers are looking for. Part of that is reflected in your
grades and CV, part of it in your answers during the interview. Think of
what drives you. As you assemble
your CV, be multi-dimensional. The
world is full of opportunities and you
can assemble three to four different
skills to make yourself a unique character.” Some in the audience asked,
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however, whether such responses
were enough.
Mr Danny Yong, chief investment
officer and founding partner of Dymon Asia Capital, said: “A lot of learning is done on the job and not in
school. So the most important ingredient for success is opportunity.”
He tossed a challenge to the other
employers on the panel – to hire up to
10 per cent of employees “blind on resumes and grades, and choose instead the best person for the job
based on their traits”.
“If you change the way you hire,
you will allow students to take up
things they are really passionate and
interested in, rather than pad their
CVs,” he said.
Mr Yong is the founder of an initiative called Tangent, which hopes to
persuade firms to hire staff with the
attributes to do well, even if they may
not hold the relevant experience or
qualifications.
Tangent is part of a philanthropic

organisation, The Majurity Trust,
which Mr Yong also founded.
In his opening speech earlier, Education minister Ong Ye Kung said:
“(Students’) impressions, rightly or
wrongly, are that when they step into
the job market ... employers would
still look at their GPAs. So there is a
disconnect.”
From the students’ point of view,
the education experience is different,
said Mr Ong.
The “more critical question” is
whether employers are aware of this
different point of view.
“Every CEO, board member, chairman I speak to says (that they have a
HR policy and hiring tools that look
beyond academic grades), but students – you still feel differently on the
receiving end.”
The minister added that the discussion was not about the relevance of
meritocracy.
“It’s not about whether we should
lower our standards. We always want
high standards. We always believe in

meritocracy – that’s the key governance principle of Singapore.
“What we are saying is that instead
of the narrow definition of meritocracy + academic meritocracy – we
need to broaden the definition, look
at the holistic aspect of what the student can bring to the table, and the
new techniques that we can use to
gauge students’ strengths in all these
areas.”
In a five-minute speech on the
same topic, SMU undergraduate Tan
Xin Hao said: “While titles and honours are impressive and look good on
a resume, we should be judged based
on our wisdom, skills and values.
“Titles come and go, but there’s no
substitute for values, which define
who you are and the various precious
abilities which cannot be picked up
within the four walls of a classroom.
“Would you prefer a second-class
honours graduate with stellar leadership experience, or a first-class graduate who has no heart to groom the
next generation?” THE STRAITS TIMES

